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Abstract. Light plays a central role in many applications. The key to unlocking its versatility lies in shaping it
into the most appropriate form for the task at hand. Specifically tailored refractive index modifications,
directly manufactured inside glass using a short pulsed laser, enable an almost arbitrary control of the
light flow. However, the stringent requirements for quantitative knowledge of these modifications, as well
as for fabrication precision, have so far prevented the fabrication of light-efficient aperiodic photonic
volume elements (APVEs). Here, we present a powerful approach to the design and manufacturing of
light-efficient APVEs. We optimize application-specific three-dimensional arrangements of hundreds of
thousands of microscopic voxels and manufacture them using femtosecond direct laser writing inside
millimeter-sized glass volumes. We experimentally achieve unprecedented diffraction efficiencies up to 80%,
which is enabled by precise voxel characterization and adaptive optics during fabrication. We demonstrate
APVEs with various functionalities, including a spatial mode converter and combined intensity shaping
and wavelength multiplexing. Our elements can be freely designed and are efficient, compact, and robust.
Our approach is not limited to borosilicate glass but is potentially extendable to other substrates, including
birefringent and nonlinear materials, giving a preview of even broader functionalities, including polarization
modulation and dynamic elements.
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1 Introduction
Light has become an indispensable tool in our modern-day soci-
eties. It plays the central role in countless technological solu-
tions, such as in the information transport along glass fibers
or in various display, imaging, and sensing applications.1 The
increasing significance of light as a tool sparked a sharply rising
demand for technologies that enable the temporal and spatial
sculpting of light in user-defined ways.2–4

Of notable importance are so-called multiplexing applica-
tions, where one of many predefined output fields can be created
upon presenting a unique predefined input field. Elements that
can handle such tasks with high efficiency would find numerous
applications in the analysis and synthesis of light fields. Examples
range from conventional spectroscopy to complex tasks around
information processing and transport. Mode-division multi-
plexing, for example, is a potential solution for avoiding the
threat of reaching an upper limit in communication speed
(capacity crunch).5–8 Meanwhile, optical computing is currently
experiencing a revival due to novel ways of manufacturing
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computer-designed optical networks that enable sophisticated
data processing at the speed of light.9–13

Optically recorded volume holograms, e.g., from photore-
fractive materials,14 have traditionally been used for multiplex-
ing applications.15,16 However, creating such holograms requires
the realization of matching physical interference patterns at the
recording step, and the approach is also limited to photosensi-
tive substrates, which severely limits its practical applicability.

Aperiodic photonic volume elements (APVEs) can circum-
vent these limitations: they are designed on the computer and
open to a multitude of different manufacturing techniques. For
instance, they can be directly written into a substrate by locally
changing its three-dimensional (3D) refractive index (RI) dis-
tribution in a voxel-by-voxel fashion. However, a major chal-
lenge in the production of APVEs is to meet the high accuracy
requirements for manufacturing, since producing an efficient
APVE puts high demands on the ability to modify the 3D
RI distribution with high precision. Since the output light field
arises from the interference of thousands of scattered waves,
even small errors made on the voxel-scale quickly accumulate
and severely degrade the output field quality. For this reason,
past demonstrations of manufacturing APVEs in glass have
been limited to proof-of-concept studies with rather low dif-
fraction efficiencies17 or restricted to two-dimensional (2D)
configurations.18 Recently, two-photon polymerization addi-
tive manufacturing of multilayer holograms9 and the fabrica-
tion of 3D-graded index materials10 have been demonstrated.

Here, we introduce an approach for realizing APVEs using
direct laser writing in transparent dielectric media, such as glass.
Our method allows for obtaining high diffraction efficiencies of
up to 80%, many times more than what could previously be
achieved.17 This is made possible by employing precise tomo-
graphic voxel characterization19 in combination with a design

algorithm based on numerical beam propagation and the use of
adaptive optics to ensure space-invariant voxel shapes through-
out the full body of the APVE. We experimentally demonstrate
the design and manufacture of three different, highly integrated
APVEs that are optimized for intensity shaping, spatial mode,
and wavelength multiplexing.

We believe that our results represent an important step toward
the realization of robust and highly integrated 3D light shapers
for many important application fields, such as information
transport,8 optical computing,9–13 imaging through multimode
fibers,20 and nonlinear photonics.21 They may further help to
obtain fundamental insights in the behavior of quantum states
of light upon scattering.22

2 APVE Concept
Figure 1(a) shows the basic concept of our photonic volume
element, which is a laser-processed 3D region inside a glass sub-
strate containing hundreds of thousands of spatially separated
voxels of modified RI at predefined positions. Our approach
is based on past demonstrations of direct laser-written aperiodic
volume optics17 but is also inspired by previous work on com-
puter-generated 2D holograms based on waveguides.23

A single voxel measures only 1.75 μm × 7.5 μm × 10 μm
and is created by moving the z stage (the long horizontal axis)
for 10 μm during exposure to the laser focus. Fabrication of the
whole device takes about 20 min. The quantitative RI profile of
a single voxel across the x − y axes, fabricated in Eagle glass, is
shown in Fig. 1(b). This profile must be precisely known, as it
serves as the basis for the numerical design process. The RI pro-
file characterization is performed in a home-built tomographic
microscope.19 The RI distribution of each voxel is assumed to be
invariant along the z direction. The input and output fields of the
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Fig. 1 Light manipulation with an APVE. (a) Sketch of a laser-processed glass substrate contain-
ing many voxels of modified RI. (b) Tomographically measured RI cross section of a single voxel.
(c) Wide-field image taken from a fabricated device.
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APVE are coupled through its smallest end facets. Awide-field
transmission image of a fabricated APVE is shown in Fig. 1(c).

Our design algorithm operates on a Cartesian grid of size
I × J × K, following the directions ðx; y; zÞ of the coordinate
system sketched in Fig. 1(a), which defines potential voxel
positions. For our demonstrators, I ¼ 55, J ¼ 14, and 200 ≤
K ≤ 400, depending on the device extension along the propa-
gation direction z. This corresponds to a maximum number of
voxels, varying between 154,000 and 308,000. The number of
voxels in the transverse x and y directions is quite different due
to the elongated nature of our reference voxel represented in
Fig. 1(b). Basically, the algorithm simulates the light flow
through the device using a beam propagation method24 and
decides upon the activation of a voxel, depending on whether it
would improve the output wavefront or not. In our experimental
demonstration, we explored only binary designs made of
identical voxels depicted in Fig. 1(b), but the inverse design
algorithm we implemented generalizes well to multilevel RI
modifications. Details about this algorithm are provided in the
Supplemental Material (Sec. S5).

The successful implementation of our APVE requires not
only precise knowledge about the voxel properties but also
the manufacturing abilities to produce the same profile reliably
at all targeted substrate depths. This can be ensured using
dynamic wavefront control, which compensates for spherical
aberrations arising when focusing the laser into the substrate.25

Further information about the manufacturing is provided in the
Supplemental Material (Sec. S4).

3 Results
In the following sections, we explore three types of APVEs, de-
signed for specific applications with different levels of complex-
ity. The first one is a single-mode intensity shaper with a length
of only 2 mm and is discussed in Sec. 3.1; the second one is a
multicolor (RGB) multiplexer of 3 mm length and is discussed
in Sec. 3.2. Finally, a Hermite–Gaussian (HG) six-mode sorter
of 4 mm length is discussed in Sec. 3.3.

3.1 Sculpting Intensity Distributions

Our APVEs can be optimized to shape user-defined intensity
patterns with high efficiency. To demonstrate this, we designed
and fabricated an element producing a microscopic “smiley”
at its output facet (i.e., the last layer of voxels) when read out
with a Gaussian beam at a zero-degree readout angle (vacuum
wavelength λ0 ¼ 640 nm, waist w0 ¼ 40 μm). The physical
dimensions of the element are 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm × 2 mm, and

it contains 55 × 14 × 200 voxels. As mentioned earlier, the
unequal grid sizes along the x and y directions are due to the
anisotropic voxel shape, which is a consequence of the same
anisotropic shape of the focus creating the voxel. The device
itself, i.e., the 3D region containing fabricated voxels, is em-
bedded inside a larger glass chip for easier handling.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained with this APVE. It shows
the designed output intensity template for a Gaussian input of
40 μm waist as well as the simulated and experimentally ob-
tained results. The simulated result was obtained by numerical
propagation of the input beam through a computer model of
the optimized voxel arrangement. It thus marks an upper limit
for the quality achievable in the experiment. The experimental
result was obtained by imaging the output plane with a regular
wide-field microscope (see Sec. S1 of the Supplemental
Material for additional information about the experimental
APVE characterization).

The diffraction efficiency of the APVE has been determined
by calculating an overlap integral of the target amplitude pattern
ut with the simulated and experimentally measured output am-
plitude patterns uout over the area of the observable end facet A,

η ¼
����
Z
A
utu�outdA

����
2

; (1)

where the powers of ut and uout are both normalized to 1. We
introduce another efficiency metric ηtot, which further takes into
account scattering losses into nonobservable angles,

ηtot ¼ Tη; (2)

with transmission factor T ≤ 1. Therefore, η quantifies the
power fraction of the measurable output light [the light arriving
at the (simulated or real) camera plane], which is effectively
turned into the target distribution, whereas ηtot is the respective
conversion efficiency for the input beam. Losses due to Fresnel
reflections at the input/output facets of the APVE are neglected
in this consideration.

The theoretical and experimental diffraction efficiencies ηtot
of the smiley converter are 90% and 80%, respectively. We note
that T ≈ 1 for the smiley shaper in both simulation and experi-
ment, i.e., the number of scattering losses is close to zero. Since
this application aims at intensity-only shaping, the phase distri-
butions of ut and uout are irrelevant and thus assumed to be flat
in Eq. (1). We further derived an error metric ϵ, defined as
the root mean square difference between the normalized target

Int. / a.u.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Results from a smiley generator. (a) Designed output intensity; (b) simulated readout;
(c) experimental result. The total light efficiency ηtot of the experimental result is about 80%.
The scale bar measures 20 μm.
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and the simulated/experimental output intensities. We find
ϵsim ¼ 0.25, and ϵexp ¼ 0.35.

Therefore, even though the intensity shaping shown here can
be easily achieved using 2D diffractive optical elements, we are
nevertheless able to simply demonstrate that our computational
design approach can be faithfully implemented through the
experimental characterization and reproducible manufacture of
3D voxel arrangements inside glass.

3.2 Wavelength Multiplexing

We demonstrate the feasibility of color multiplexing by design-
ing and fabricating a multicolor smiley shaper, where different
parts of the smiley (eyes, mouth, and head) appear only for
specific readout wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 3. This APVE
measures 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm × 3 mm and contains 55 × 14×
300 voxels. When read out at 640 nm with a beam waist of
w0 ¼ 40 μm, only the circular head appears at the output.
Similarly, the eyes appear for a readout wavelength of 543 nm
(w0 ¼ 30 μm) and the mouth for 455 nm (w0 ¼ 20 μm). Results
obtained from simulated readouts and experiments using fiber-
coupled lasers (see Sec. S2 of the Supplemental Material for
details) are summarized in Fig. 3. The image table depicts
false-color intensity distributions at the output facet of the
APVE, which are individually normalized to their respective
peak intensities. The fourth image column on the right shows
a computer-generated overlap of the three readouts.

The simulated and experimentally determined power conver-
sion efficiencies η from the three Gaussian input beams to the
respective facial structures are summarized in Table 1. The table
values are calculated using Eq. (1), i.e., they show which per-
centage of the output laser power is shaped into the respective
facial structures. The average simulated efficiency over all
colors is 67% for the simulation and 55% in the experiment.
From the table values, it is noticeable that, in particular, the blue
wavelength shows the largest disparity between simulation and

experiment, with an efficiency of 64% in the simulation and
49% in the experiment. This may be attributed to small remain-
ing differences between the assumed and real voxel profiles at
length scales of a few hundred nanometers. Such small irregu-
larities will especially affect shorter wavelengths and are likely
to be overlooked by our tomographic voxel characterization
method, which employs the same wavelength for inspection and
a smoothing total variation norm regularizer.19 The simulated
and experimentally measured transmission values T for all
three readout wavelengths are shown in Table 2. We observe
well-matching numbers between simulation and experiment
for the red and green wavelengths, whereas the blue transmis-
sion value is around 25% lower in the experiment than predicted
by the simulation.
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Fig. 3 Wavelength multiplexing. Different parts of the smiley appear, depending on the readout
wavelength. (a) Target intensity patterns used for the APVE design. (b) Results from a simulated
readout. (c) Experimental readouts.

Table 1 (a) Simulated and (b) experimentally obtained conver-
sion efficiencies η. For each wavelength, the numbers state
the respective percentage of the output power forming head,
eyes, and mouth.

λ0∕nm Head Eyes Mouth

(a)

640 77 2 1

543 8 60 7

455 3 7 64

(b)

640 65 7 6

543 5 50 6

455 1 4 49

Note: Bold values indicate efficiencies that should be as high as
possible (ideally 100%). Non-bolded values indicate efficiencies that
should be as low as possible.
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The simulated (experimental) total efficiencies ηtot for
the head, eyes, and mouth features are therefore 64% (55%),
49 (41%), and 56% (32%), respectively.

We further investigated the wavelength-dependent APVE
properties using a fiber-coupled monochromator (Polychrome
IV from TILL Photonics), whose output wavelength was tuned
from 420 to 680 nm in steps of 10 nm. In contrast to the laser
readouts where each beam had an individual, optimal waist
value, the beam waist of the monochromator light at the APVE

input facet was about 30 μm for all wavelengths (details are
described in Sec. S2 of the Supplemental Material). While this
means that the monochromator results are expected to be some-
what suboptimal, they nevertheless provide valuable informa-
tion about the wavelength dependence of the APVE.

At each wavelength, we took images of the input beam and
the APVE output (see data in Sec. S2 of the Supplemental
Material), which allowed us to calculate wavelength-dependent
power conversion efficiencies according to Eq. (1) for each
spatial feature (mouth, eyes, and head). These efficiencies are
plotted in Fig. 4. Of note, the peaks appear at wavelengths that
almost exactly match the targets at 455, 543, and 640 nm. The
measured efficiencies η at these wavelengths are 63%, 57%, and
63% and thus are close to the simulation values obtained from
the laser readouts, as shown in Table 1(a). Interestingly, the blue
monochromator image of the mouth shows a significantly
higher efficiency than the respective experimental blue laser
readout (63% versus 49%), which can presumably be ascribed
to small differences in the readout beam profiles. Indeed, while
the blue laser profile was slightly elliptic, the monochromator
beam was almost perfectly Gaussian.

Figure 4 further contains data from the simulated readouts
(dashed lines), which resemble the experimental data. To match
the experimental conditions, these simulations assumed a beam
waist of 30 μm for all readout wavelengths, which causes the peak
efficiency values to be slightly lower than the values in Table 1,
which assumes readouts taken at the designed waist values.

3.3 Angular Multiplexing

The high angular selectivity of a photonic volume element
allows for encoding different outputs for varying input angles.
This characteristic makes APVEs highly interesting for tasks
such as mode-division multiplexing and sorting. To investigate
the feasibility of angular multiplexing for our approach, we
designed an APVE measuring only 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm × 4 mm
and containing 55 × 14 × 400 voxels, which produces different
HG modes, depending on the angle of incidence (AOI) of
a Gaussian readout beam.

Such a device could be used as a mode-division multiplexer
to enhance data transfer speed as sketched in Fig. 5: multiple

Fig. 4 Power conversion efficiencies of the multicolor APVE. The
solid curves indicate the measured percentage of the output
power transformed into the features mouth, eyes, and head, de-
pending on the readout wavelength. The dashed lines corre-
spond to simulated readouts.

Mode sorter4 5

6

321

1 3 2

4 5 6321

Fig. 5 Principle of mode-division multiplexing with our mode sorter. Multiple signals are delivered
via single-mode fibers, arranged in a triangle. A lens gives each input beam a specific AOI. The
APVE transforms each input beam into one of six different HG modes.

Table 2 Simulated and experimentally measured transmission
factors T for the color smiley APVE. The values are in percent-
ages.

640 nm (head) 543 nm (eyes) 455 nm (mouth)

T (sim) 83 82 87

T (exp) 84 82 66
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signals are delivered by single-mode fibers in a triangular ar-
rangement, which has been shown to facilitate high HG mode-
conversion efficiencies.26 The fiber ends are in the focal plane
of a convex lens, which collimates the light leaving the fiber
outputs and sends it into the APVE at different fiber-specific
propagation angles. The APVE converts each signal into a
particular HG mode traveling in parallel to the optical axis, such
that it can be efficiently coupled into a single multimode fiber.

We designed a mode-sorting APVE for readout with a
Gaussian input of 640 nm wavelength and a 25 μm waist.
Altering the input beam’s AOI by merely 1.4 deg (defined in
air) transforms the output field from one particular HG mode
to another. In total, we encode six different HG modes, as shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows the output intensities and phases resulting
from a simulated readout of the mode-sorting APVE. The
matching experimental data are shown in Fig. 7. For both
simulation and experiment, the numerical aperture (NA) at the
output needs to be reduced to block stray light produced by the
element. This reduces the overall light efficiency but enhances
the spatial quality of the generated modes. In simulation, the NA
was restricted to 0.02, in experiment to about 0.05.

As for the APVEs discussed previously, the overall quality of
the mode sorter is governed by two factors: (i) the purity of the
generated modes and (ii) the transmission of the APVE quanti-
fied by parameter T. Although the element itself absorbs almost
no light, there is some power loss caused by the aperture stop
restricting the imaging NA. We quantified point (i) by calculat-
ing efficiency values in analogy to Eq. (1) and taking the differ-
ent HG modes as target fields,

ηi;j ¼
����
Z
A
HGi;ju�outdA

����
2

; (3)

where HGi;j and u�out represent the target mode and conjugate
output field with their total powers normalized to 1, respectively.
An efficiency value of ηi;j ¼ 1 means that the field has been
shaped into a perfect HGi;j mode, whereas ηi;j ¼ 0 means that
the field is orthogonal to this mode. Tables 3 and 4 contain ef-
ficiency values of the simulated and experimental mode sorter.

Fig. 6 Simulated results from the mode sorter. The images show intensities (top row) and phases
when reading out the APVE with a Gaussian beam (w0 ¼ 25 μm, λ0 ¼ 640 nm) at six different
AOIs. Each angle produces a different HGmode at the output. The saturation of the phase images
is weighted by the intensity for enhanced clarity.

Fig. 7 Experimental results from the mode sorter. The images show intensities (top row) and
phases when reading out the APVE with a Gaussian beam (w0 ¼ 25 μm, λ0 ¼ 640 nm) at six
different incidence angles.

Table 3 Simulated efficiency values ηi ;j in percent. For each in-
put angle, the numbers state the respective power fractions of
the transmitted output light that is shaped into the corresponding
HG modes.

Input
angle no. HG00 HG10 HG20 HG01 HG11 HG02

1 90.6 0.9 0.6 2.0 0.1 0.3

2 0.2 89.1 0.9 0.3 3.4 0.1

3 0.9 0.5 90.2 0.4 0.2 0.1

4 0.9 1.1 0.2 87.2 0.1 0.4

5 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.2 93.9 0.2

6 1.1 0.1 0.1 1.6 0.1 79.6

Note: Bold values indicate efficiencies that should be as high as
possible (ideally 100%). Non-bolded values indicate efficiencies that
should be as low as possible.
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The off-diagonal terms represent undesired crosstalks into
neighboring channels. The purest modes have efficiency values
of 90% in the simulation and 88% in the experiment. The high-
est cross talk values are 3% for the simulation and 5% for the
experiment.

The mode-dependent transmission of the APVE (ii), includ-
ing both losses due to scattering and spatial filtering by the re-
stricted imaging NA, are summarized in Table 5. Moreover, the
dependence of the transmission and the maximum cross talk
with respect to the restricted NA are shown in Fig. 8. This shows
that the stray light that is not converted to the desired modes by
the device has mostly high spatial frequencies, orthogonal to

the desired modes, and that the quality of the mode conversion
is very robust with respect to this unconverted light.

These results are still far from what could be theoretically
obtained with a gradient index design,27 but they are surprisingly
good for a binary design. Introducing different types of voxels
as new degrees of freedom for the inverse design optimization
could significantly improve the capabilities of these mode multi-
plexers and approach the maximum performance of gradient
index designs, for which a mature manufacturing technology is
not yet available in glass.

4 Discussion
In this discussion section, we place our method in the context of
related technological approaches.

4.1 Optically Recorded Volume Holograms

An important difference between traditional volume holograms
and our APVEs exists in the physics of their creation.
Traditional holograms are optically recorded by transferring the
properties of interference patterns into a photosensitive material,
such as a photopolymer28,29 or a photorefractive crystal,30 which
naturally comes with limitations. First, each desired function
must be physically realized at the recording step, which becomes
unfeasible for advanced multiplexing applications. Second, one is
bound to a limited number of suitable photosensitive materials.
Finally, the dynamic range of optically recorded holograms is
quickly consumed by only a few multiplexed recordings, which
has an adverse effect on the obtainable diffraction efficiency.10

4.2 Metaholograms

In contrast to the APVE concept presented here, metaholograms
rely on nanostructured metallic or dielectric surfaces, on which
“meta-atoms” interact with light in predefined ways.31–34 While
the concept has proven to be especially powerful for wavelength
and polarization-multiplexing tasks, angular multiplexing, i.e.,
the generation of different output fields at varying input angles,
appears harder to achieve: only up to four multiplexed fields
could be generated upon a large angular variation of more than
60 deg.35 Some folded multiplane designs using metasurfaces
have been realized recently to increase the multiplexing capa-
bilities of these metaholograms.36 Yet, the advantages of using
metasurfaces in this context seems limited, since three reflec-
tions are required to achieve only a three-mode sorter, which
is not significantly better than what more conventional cascaded
diffractive optical elements can provide.9

4.3 Silicon Photonics

The field of silicon photonics,37,38 i.e., the manufacturing and use
of photonic integrated circuits inside silicon, has been attracting
considerable attention for more than a decade. The fabrication of
photonic chips can rely on existing infrastructure and litho-
graphic techniques used in the electronic semiconductor indus-
try and enables structure sizes down to a few nanometers. The
field of silicon photonics is comparably mature, and the dem-
onstration of wavelength multiplexing, for instance, dates back
to the 1990s39 and has been further developed toward high
integration by employing modern tools of inverse design.40

Spatial multimode operations were developed later, but are like-
wise possible in a highly integrated fashion.41 Compared with
silicon photonics, which is bound to infrared wavelengths,

Table 5 Simulated and experimental transmission values T . For
each mode, the numbers state the output/input power ratio in
percentages.

HG00 HG10 HG20 HG01 HG11 HG02

T (sim) 50.0 49.2 49.5 42.2 57.9 48.9

T (exp) 21.6 29.6 20.4 38.8 33.0 32.3

Fig. 8 Evolution of the transmission T and the maximum cross-
talk in function of the restricted NA.

Table 4 Experimental efficiency values ηi ;j in percentages.

Input
angle no. HG00 HG10 HG20 HG01 HG11 HG02

1 88.4 1.1 2.6 0.3 5.0 3.5

2 0.3 87.0 0.3 1.8 0.7 2.5

3 0.7 0.5 83.8 0.1 0.1 0.2

4 0.6 1.6 0.1 83.7 0.4 4.4

5 2.3 1.4 0.7 0.6 86.6 1.2

6 1.0 1.4 1.2 4.5 1.3 65.7

Note: Bold values indicate efficiencies that should be as high as
possible (ideally 100%). Non-bolded values indicate efficiencies that
should be as low as possible.
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our approach offers a wavelength window reaching down to the
ultraviolet (UV), depending on the substrate, and is potentially
applicable to a larger variety of materials offering different op-
tical properties, including electro-optical and nonlinear ones.
Furthermore, glasses as substrate facilitate novel applications
linking optical and microfluidic technologies42 and allow for
easier light coupling compared with silicon, where mode mis-
match can cause important insertion losses.43 Lastly, the manufac-
turing of 3D devices is more innate to direct laser writing than
it is to standard lithographic techniques44 and also puts lower
demands on the required infrastructure (no clean room required).

4.4 Writing Voxels for Data Storage

From the manufacturing point of view, our approach is related to
storing data by writing of voxels inside polymers or glass.45,46

This application has already reached an impressive maturity
level, employing birefringent multilevel voxels.47 However, in
contrast to our application, data storage applications put signifi-
cantly lower demands on the knowledge about the quantitative
3D properties of a single voxel, as well as their reproducible and
spatially invariant fabrication, since they can be read out sequen-
tially, and any slight deviation from the assumed voxel shape
would be irrelevant, since only a few bits are encoded in a single
voxel. Conversely, hundreds of thousands of voxels act jointly
on the readout light in our APVEs, such that even small system-
atic errors at the single voxel level would have pronounced ad-
verse effects on the sculpted fields.

5 Conclusion and Summary
We present a design and fabrication concept for robust and light
efficient APVEs. Our design algorithm uses a mode-matching
method and numerical beam propagation. The manufacturing is
based on directly writing an optimized 3D arrangement of vox-
els into the volume of a transparent dielectric such as glass using
a focused femtosecond laser. Each voxel consists of a small
volume (∼1.75 μm × 7.5 μm × 10 μm) of slightly increased RI.
Precise knowledge of the properties of a single voxel, in con-
junction with an advanced fabrication technique, allowed us to
physically realize APVEs of high efficiencies of up to 80%.

We experimentally realize three different APVE designs
demonstrating different functionalities: an intensity shaper turn-
ing a Gaussian beam into a smiley-shaped light distribution, a
wavelength multiplexer producing different parts of the smiley
for three different readout wavelengths, and a spatial mode mul-
tiplexer, which converts a Gaussian input beam into particular
HG modes, depending on the AOI.

While our proof-of-concept studies already show unprec-
edented performance, our APVE concept still has room for im-
provement in several respects and promises significantly higher
efficiency and more complex functionalities in the future. For
instance, our APVEs are made from a single voxel type, i.e.,
they are binary devices. However, it is straightforward to extend
the design concept to nonbinary devices. On the manufacturing
side, the use of varying laser powers, focus shapes, or multipass
writing could be used to fabricate multiple different RI profiles.
Nonbinary devices will be able to store more information and
exhibit higher efficiencies. In addition, our concept is extensible
to different types of substrates, including birefringent, electro-
optic, and nonlinear substrates, potentially offering the possibility
of polarization shaping, dynamic, or even erasable ferroelectric
APVEs.48
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